Delivering Real Benefits to
Your Business

As a leading provider of recruitment
software, Swiftpro has the industry
knowledge, technical expertise and
foresight to help you realise your
business goals, fully utilise your
available resources, and increase
productivity.
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Overview
Swiftpro Visual CVPlus is a complete
recruitment software solution designed to
streamline and automate recruitment
business processes. It is a powerful, easyto-use system, to guide and help
consultants at every stage of their task.

Global Access
Access to your database from client site or
an ‘away’ location is often essential in
today’s active, dynamic business climate.
With its advanced features, CVPlus has the
capabilities for multi branch businesses
with overseas offices to single site
companies. Internet connections empower
remote users to connect to a central head
office. This infrastructure can be extended
to include a network of global offices at
worldwide locations.
This leading edge technology, often
referred to as thin client, offers all the
benefits of reduced desktop administration
and a secure controlled environment. Your
data remains secure and protected at
Head Office, and your consultants and
remote offices access company data via a
high performance broadband connection.
Recent improvements in the availability,
reliability and cost of broadband
connections can be used to deliver this
technically advanced solution to your
business.
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Flexible,
User Friendly
Software
Fully searchable modules deliver smooth
performance, creating lists for hot jobs
within seconds. Users can now view on a
single screen the entire recruitment cycle
in relation to for example, an open job or
a chosen applicant. Information displays
include for any applicant, a CV on
screen, list of interviews, with dates and
status, and a list of contact calls. Another
preferred display includes an open job,
list of CVs sent, interviews arranged and
contact notes with the client. Consultants
can view the complete activities for a job
assignment or an Applicant’s progress to
date at any time.

Complete Solution
Swiftpro expertise is directed at helping
recruiters to excel in their activities and
produce excellent results using CVPlus
high performance software. While you
direct all your efforts to finding and
placing the best talents, we direct ours to
providing the best systems to make this
process smooth, efficient and
professional.
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Training
In order to enjoy the full functionality of
CVPlus and maximise return on
investment, clients benefit from Swiftpro
training programmes. Swiftpro offers
training courses for all job roles and for a
levels of computer skills, from the beginn
to the expert. Courses are designed to be
practical – we focus on the implementatio
and use of CVPlus software for all the dai
tasks of business recruiters.

Technical support
After sales customer support is a major
part of our “complete solution” and a
cornerstone of the relationship with
every client. Our goal is to support
every client and help with the smooth
running of your CVPlus system. As part
of this plan we manage all details from
installation and training to on-going
support. We guide our clients step-bystep, aiming to provide effective
support and ultimately – a high level of
customer satisfaction.

Development
Swiftpro continues to invest in research
and development while carefully
monitoring trends in recruitment and
advances in technology, so benefits and
efficiencies can be passed on to our
clients. We highly value your comments
and suggestions and implement approved
changes and enhancements in our
product updates and new releases.

Our technical teams provide a
comprehensive range of services to
assist clients with both product and
technical questions. Whether your
query relates to basic system
functionality or advanced features, our
highly trained technical staff are
equipped with the expertise and
knowledge to help you.
Clients request Technical Support in the
following ways: Telephone Support or
Email: Direct line to Trained technical
staff, Remote Access: Swiftpro
connects online to your system, Onsite: A trained technician is supplied on
site.
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